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Energy-led domestic retro¢t:
impact of the intervention sequence
Sophie Simpson1, Phil Ban¢ll1, Victoria Haines2, BeckyMallaband2 and Val Mitchell2
1School of the Built Environment,Heriot-Watt University,Edinburgh,UK
E-mails: s.a.simpson@hw.ac.uk and p.f.g.ban¢ll@hw.ac.uk
2LoughboroughDesign School, LoughboroughUniversity, Loughborough,UK
E-mails: v.j.haines@lboro.ac.uk, r.mallaband@lboro.ac.uk and v.a.mitchell@lboro.ac.uk
Interviews conducted with householders reveal that energy efficiency is often a lesser motivation than other factors for
undertaking home improvement work. Homeowners’ approach to refurbishment is typically staged over several years,
not as a whole-house retrofit. As the operational performance of an individual emission-reducing technology typically
depends on what other measures are already in place, the retrofit intervention sequence can potentially affect the
overall performance of the dwelling. The impact of the intervention sequence on a semi-detached 1930s’ house is
investigated with dynamic thermal modelling, using five sequences based on different homeowner personas developed
from qualitative interviews. The results show that whilst a whole-house retrofit would reduce cumulative CO2
emissions over 25 years by 54%, the sequences actually implemented by the individual households result in
significantly smaller reductions of between 42% and 24%. This variation in operational performance due to the
intervention sequence means that there is a variable return on the investment for a particular technology and,
significantly, that different sequences will yield different cumulative emission reductions. This has significant
consequences for policies providing financial incentives for energy-led retrofit, particularly to include the intervention
sequence and timing.
Keywords: consumer choice, energy, energy efficiency, homeowners, housing, low carbon, refurbishment, retrofit
Introduction
Reducing the carbon emissions associated with dwell-
ings has a major role in achieving the UK government’s
target of an 80% reduction in the UK’s carbon emis-
sions by 2050 (HM Government, 2008). The domestic
sector currently accounts for 29% of the UK’s total
energy consumption (DECC, 2014a), and by 2016 all
new housing must be zero carbon (Carbon Zero
Hub, 2013). However, this addresses only a small pro-
portion of the domestic sector, because the UK has one
of the oldest building stocks in the developed world
(EST, 2007) and 75% of the housing predicted to be
occupied in 2050 exists today (Wright, 2008).
Homes typically undergo just one major refurbishment
every 50 years (EST, 2011a), so there is a restricted
capacity to improve the efficiency of the existing
stock by 2050. It is therefore important to understand
the factors influencing a homeowner’s decision to
implement energy-efficiency measures, and to identify
effective strategies to incorporate such measures
during minor refurbishments.
The purpose of this paper is to consider the impli-
cations of installing a series of retrofit measures in
different sequences for a case study dwelling, represen-
tative of a solid-wall, semi-detached house. It reports a
building performance simulation exercise to investi-
gate the effect on the building’s energy consumption
and CO2 emissions. The different retrofit sequences
have been derived from interviews with occupants of
similar dwelling types, based on their experiences of
home improvement, and represent actual rather than
notional intervention sequences. Simulation is the
only feasible way to compare the effects of these differ-
ent retrofit sequences. Following a review of relevant
literature, a sample of householders was interviewed
in-depth (Haines, Mitchell, & Mallaband, 2012) and
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a set of personas developed from the analysed resulting
data. Five of these ‘archetype’ personas (Haines &
Mitchell, 2014) were selected and householders from
the sample that most closely represented the persona
were identified. Dynamic building simulation software
(IES Virtual Environment) was used to model a case
study dwelling and then to consider the impact of the
derived retrofit timelines on that dwelling’s annual
and cumulative performance over a 25-year period.
This paper is structured as follows. The next section
discusses the factors that influence homeowners’
decisions to retrofit their home, and the role of policy
and regulations in encouraging the uptake of efficiency
measures. The following section analyses findings from
interviews with homeowners of hard-to-treat dwellings
and identifies five ‘archetype’ personas used to describe
different attitudes to domestic refurbishment, from
which representative retrofit timelines were derived
based on work the interviewees had undertaken on
their homes. Then the process of using dynamic build-
ing simulation software (IES Virtual Environment) is
described in relation to the impact of the derived retro-
fit timelines on a case study dwelling’s annual and
cumulative performance over a 25-year period. The
results are reported, followed by a discussion of the
implications these have for the development of future
policy and conclusions based on the findings.
Drivers for domestic retro¢t
In 2013, domestic energy usage comprised 29% of the
total energy used in the UK, with 66% of this used for
space heating (DECC, 2014b). By making their home
more energy efficient, the average household could
save around two tonnes of CO2 per year (EST,
2006). As CO2 emissions can exist in the atmosphere
for up to 200 years, efforts to realize these savings
earlier will mitigate the extent of the challenge for
future generations.
The energy efficiency of the UK housing stock has
improved: between 1996 and 2010 the average rating
according to the Standard Assessment Procedure
(SAP) of UK homes increased by over 11 SAP points1
from 43.4 to 55.0 (Palmer & Cooper, 2012). Govern-
ment programmes (some now closed) that have con-
tributed to this are summarized in Table 1.
Some homes are harder to treat than others, e.g. those
with solid walls or no loft space, or in a general state of
disrepair (EST, 2008, 2009) and often unable to make
use of the standard measures. As a result, these homes
require closer attention to refurbish them to acceptable
standards and the Energy Company Obligation pro-
vides non-means-tested support for these more expens-
ive measures under the Carbon Saving Obligation of
the Green Deal (EST, 2013a). The extent of this
challenge should not be underestimated because more
than one-quarter of the English housing stock alone
(27%) is solid-wall construction (DCLG, 2013).
Whilst building regulations have progressively tigh-
tened since 1976 to make new dwellings more energy
efficient, standards addressing existing construction
have been slow to progress: maximum U-value stan-
dards for existing constructions may only apply if the
homeowner is undertaking significant refurbishment
work, and traditional buildings can often be subject
to exception in cases where improvements are not
cost-effective, or the building cannot accommodate
typical retrofit technologies (HM Government, 2010).
Energy efficiency is often improved as a side-effect of
home improvement, but it is thought to be rarely the
main incentive for change. Earl and Peng (2011) go
beyond just the physical aspects of home improvement
to identify five reasons for motivating householders to
make home improvements:
. to enhance the market value of the property or its
potential rental yield
. to increase the property’s marketability
. to enable the homeowner to meet new or existing
lifestyle aspirations more cheaply than by selling
up and buying an alternative property
. to enable the homeowner to enjoy enhanced social
standing
. to meet psychological goals via the process of
achieving the improvement
Clearly, energy efficiency alone does not drive the dom-
estic refurbishment process, but a clearer understand-
ing of how and when retrofit measures are installed
will help identify where improvements to the process
could be made.
Rather than a single major refurbishment addressing
all issues in one process, it is much more usual for
householders to retrofit their homes in a step-by-step
approach over a number of years (Fawcett & Mayne,
2012). This allows expense and disruption to be
spread over time. Mallaband, Haines, and Mitchell
(2012) report that homeowners ‘save up’ for improve-
ments, or divide an improvement into stages to manage
the cost, which also allows the work to be fitted in
around other household events, such as holidays or
perhaps the birth of a new baby. This provides particu-
lar opportunities for refurbishment, identified as
trigger points (EST, 2011b), where there might be
maximum potential for refurbishment at particular
life stages of a household, including requiring space
for growing children or preparing for retirement once
older children have left home. However, Judson and
Simpson et al.
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Maller (2014) recognize that other, wider, factors
affect the refurbishment of a home. People often under-
take home improvements at a time that suits the rest of
their life, perhaps fitting in with events, the availability
of money to finance the work or just to fit with their
personal capacity to undertake the job (Mallaband
et al., 2012). As a result, it is possible that the
savings achieved by the work are less than the best
possible. In her exploration of the time dimension of
domestic retrofit, Fawcett (2014) identifies this issue
as an unmet research need.
In revisions to the building regulations, the concept of
‘consequential energy efficiency improvements’ for
work done on existing dwellings has been proposed.
These would require homeowners to undertake
additional efficiency measures when carrying out
work elsewhere in the home, but have proved contro-
versial, and currently they only apply to dwellings
with floor areas greater than 1000 m2 (HM Govern-
ment, 2010). Despite Uttlesford District Council
demonstrating large-scale CO2 reductions through
the implementation of consequential improvements
(Building.co.uk, 2013) and evidence of householders’
willingness to pay for associated energy saving work
(EST, 2011b), the proposed changes to consequential
improvements have been removed from the latest revi-
sion of the building regulations.
Previous work using notional intervention sequences
(Banfill, Simpson, Loveday, & Vadodaria, 2013b;
Simpson & Banfill, 2012) indicates that the improve-
ment in operational performance achieved by a retrofit
measure is not independent of the other measures in
Table 1 UKgovernment schemes relating to residential properties to reduce the UK’s CO2 emissions
Scheme Description
Community Energy Saving
Programme (CESP)
Operating from1October 2009 to 31December 2012, energy companies were obliged to achieve a
19.25million tonne reduction in lifetimeCO2 emissions through providing energy saving
measures to themost deprived areas of theUK.The programme delivered a16.31Mt CO2
reduction, 84.7%of the target (Ofgem, 2013a)
CarbonEmissionReductionTarget
(CERT)
Following on from the EnergyE⁄ciency Commitment (EEC),CERToperated from1April 2008 to 31
December 2012.Energy companies exceeded the target of a 293Mt reduction in lifetimeCO2
emissions for domestic customers (Ofgem2013b)
WarmFront Scheme Available from June 2000 to January 2013, this scheme targeted households in England most
vulnerable to fuel poverty and living in themost ine⁄cient dwellings.Grants to install insulation or
a new heating systemwere available. Parallel programmes operated inWales (Nest),Scotland
(EnergyAssistance Package) andNorthern Ireland (WarmHomes Scheme) (Gov.UK, 2012)
Feed-InTari¡ (FIT) Introduced in April 2010, energy suppliers pay a tari¡ to households for each kilowatt-hour of
electricity generated via renewable or low carbon technologies, and any exported back to the
grid.The tari¡ rates are typically available for 20 years after the installation date, though some
technologiesare less (e.g.Micro-CHP is10years).Solar photovoltaic (PV)o¡ershigher tari¡ rates
to homes able to demonstrate anEnergy PerformanceCerti¢cate (EPC) rating bandD or better
(EST, 2014a)
Renewable Heat PremiumPayment
(RHPP)
This scheme operated fromAugust 2011until the end ofMarch 2014.Homeowners applied to the
Energy SavingTrust (who were administrators of the scheme) to receive a single payment to
assist with installing renewableheating technologies (e.g.ground-source heat pumps, air-source
heat pumps, biomass boilers and solar systems).Preliminary ¢gures at the end of the scheme
indicated a total capacity of 132.7MWwas installed under the householder scheme.TheRHPP
was superseded by the RenewableHeat Incentive (RHI) (DECC, 2014b)
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) Launched in April 2014, the domestic RHI rewards households for using renewable energy sources
to heat their homes.The FIT,RHPPandRHI all form part of a wider government programme that
aims to provide15%of the UK’s energy demand via renewable sources by 2020 (Gov.UK, 2014)
GreenDeal Launched in January 2013, theGreenDeal programme allows homeowners to take out a loan to
cover the cost of energy-e⁄ciency improvements.The proposed work must meet the ‘Golden
Rule’, which states that the energy savings realized over a 25-year period (or lifetime of the
technology, if shorter) must be equal to or greater than the cost of implementation (i.e. the loan
value plus interest) (Gov.UK, n.d.)
Energy CompanyObligation (ECO) Introducedat thebeginning of 2013, theECOwas intended to replace theCERTandCESPschemes
whilst working alongside theGreenDeal. It places legal obligations on the larger energy
suppliers.These are centred around three areas: Carbon EmissionsReductionObligation
(primarily focusing on hard-to-treat properties); Community Obligation (focusing on areaswith
low income); andHomeHeating Cost ReductionObligation (focusing on low-income and
vulnerable households) (Ofgem, n.d.)
Domestic retro¢t: impact of sequence
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place. Whilst the previous work (seven retrofit
measures applied in different sequences at three-year
regular intervals) is of limited applicability to real-
world retrofit scenarios, the findings demonstrate that
the magnitude of energy savings realized by a given
measure has the potential to vary in relation to its pos-
ition within the retrofit sequence. The implications of
this could be significant for schemes like the UK gov-
ernment’s Green Deal (where a loan administered to
install energy-efficiency measures is repaid through
savings in the energy bill; DECC, 2013c) and warrants
further investigation to optimize the design of future
policy. Despite efforts to eliminate the financial
barrier to energy-led refurbishment, figures for the
Green Deal indicate a low uptake; the transition
from previous schemes (which offered free or subsi-
dized efficiency measures) has demonstrated a signifi-
cant drop in installations, by as much as 97% in the
case of cavity wall insulation (Pitt, 2013).2
Homeowner interviews
Participants
Interviews were conducted with the occupants from 20
households from the East Midlands region of the UK.
All households lived in owner-occupied solid-wall
houses and participants were selected using a purpo-
sive sampling approach so that they represented a
wide range of family structures, incomes and social sta-
tuses, house and household types (Mallaband et al.,
2012). Data from the 2006 English House Condition
Survey (EHCS) were statistically analysed to derive a
representative spread of solid-wall dwelling types in
England. From this, it was concluded that a ‘represen-
tative’ sample of solid-wall dwellings in England
would be comprised of houses that were end-of-
terrace, mid-terrace, semi-detached and detached
properties, occupied by owners and private tenants,
with household size predominately in the range of
one to four, having an even mix of household compo-
sition (ranging from singles, couples with and without
children, and elderly singles and couples) and having
mains gas heating. The CALEBRE project3 was only
focusing on owner-occupiers, so no private tenants
were recruited. Although never intended to be statisti-
cally representative of the population, as this was a rich
qualitative study with a small sample size, the
approach allowed a snapshot of different domestic
situations to be explored, using a maximum variation
sample (Marshall, 1996) within the boundaries of
typical solid-wall dwellings in England. The current
study formed part of a wider programme of work
within the CALEBRE project (Vadodaria et al., 2010).
The aim of each interviewwas to discover the underlying
factors for previous home improvements undertaken by
the participants, by focusing on the motivations, barriers
and enablers associated with the improvements.
A timeline exercise was designed to uncover the different
home improvements that were conducted in the house
(Haines, Mitchell, & Mallaband, 2010; Mallaband
et al., 2013). Householders were encouraged to be
frank and open when discussing the changes and
improvements they had made to their home. They
were asked to give the rationale for purchasing the prop-
erty and to discuss the changes that have been performed
from the point of purchase onwards.
Although the interview was designed within an energy
project, energy-efficiency measures were not the
specific focus of the discussion, as the researchers
wanted to consider wider issues affecting retrofit.
However, many home improvements bring with them
energy savings, e.g. a new boiler or heating system
improves efficiency of delivery of heat to a house; the
replacement of single-glazed windows with double-
glazing improves their U-value; the installation of a
fitted carpet reduces draughts. Discussions identified
when each improvement was undertaken (usually to
the nearest year) and, with the help of the house-
holders, these were mapped onto a timeline. House-
holders often recollected home improvements in
relation to other personal events, such as children
moving schools, a birth or death in the family, insur-
ance claims etc. and so were able to recall the dates
and events easily. Where further accuracy was
needed, some householders referred to paperwork col-
lected at the time of the refurbishment, increasing the
validity of the information provided.
Personas
Results from the interviews and timelines were ana-
lysed, identifying the type and date of each improve-
ment for each household. A further, detailed analysis
of the interview data was undertaken, and five perso-
nas were created (Haines &Mitchell, 2014), following
a method from Goodwin (2010). Personas represent
archetypal people and are widely used within user
experience design to support the design of digital pro-
ducts and services (e.g. McKay, 2013; Mulder & Yaar,
2006). Personas are designed to support design
decision-making by structuring the variance within a
target market relevant to the project focus and to
create rich holistic representations of people that can
be used to build shared understanding between differ-
ent disciplines. The personas in this study were
created primarily to describe the archetypal
approaches to home improvement that emerged from
the research with a view to understanding opportu-
nities for future renovation:
. Persona A: ‘Idealist restorers’ – householders who
spend time restoring their home through structural
and cosmetic improvement, aiming to create a
house that included many of its original features.
Simpson et al.
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. Persona B: ‘Aesthetic Pragmatists’ – householders
whowant to create a home thatmeets their practical
needs as well as being full of character and charm.
. Persona C: ‘Functional Pragmatists’ – house-
holders who want a home that allows a full and
active life but are not particularly interested in
keeping older features of their house.
. Persona D: ‘Service Seekers’ – householders who
have reached a point in their life where they can
afford to pay for a better service. They view their
house as a substantial financial asset and want to
ensure any improvements to it add value and
quality to their home.
. Persona E: ‘Property Ladder Climbers’ – house-
holders who buy and renovate a house to sell on,
putting considerable time and effort into their
home in a short space of time, allowing them to
move up the property ladder more quickly.
These personas do not represent the entire spectrum of
home improvers, nor do they represent any one par-
ticular person, but draw attention to the different
types of home improvers.
Example persona households
From the interview process, one household was
selected for each of the five personas that best rep-
resented the characteristics of that persona. All these
households had resided at their property for an
extended period of time and/or had made a suitable
number of energy-saving improvements to their homes.
Table 2 shows the work actually undertaken by each
‘example persona’ household in their dwelling
(Persona A ¼ Dwelling A), with year zero indicating
any work undertaken prior to moving in. Table 3 sum-
marizes this information in a timeline. None of the
households installed every retrofit technology con-
sidered in this paper, but it was possible to identify
opportunities where the measures could have been
installed alongside other work undertaken, such as
redecoration, with minimal additional disruption. Effi-
ciency improvements installed as part of the work actu-
ally undertaken on the property are indicated in plain
text, and ‘potential opportunities’ for additional effi-
ciency improvements (or efforts where measures were
only partially installed) are signalled with italic text.
The most popular measures installed were the most
straightforward: draughtproofing, loft insulation or,
where a professional was involved, installation of a
more efficient boiler and improved glazing. Wall and
ground insulation, measures which pose considerable
disruption for the occupants, were only undertaken
in three of the five households, and in these instances
often only partially installed (e.g. along one wall, or
within a limited number of rooms). These timelines
were used as the basis for the improvements applied
to the case study house for the simulation of the
energy consumption.
Retro¢t sequence
Concept and overview
The concept behind the investigation of the effect of
the retrofit sequence on energy use is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 1. If no improvements are carried out,
the baseline annual rate of energy use can be rep-
resented by the horizontal line XY. A house may be
refurbished as a single package of retrofit measures,
i.e. a whole-house retrofit (scenario A), in which case
the annual rate drops in a single step from the unim-
proved to the improved building (line WZ). The total
energy savings over n years are then given by the area
(WXYZ) between the two lines.
For the reasons discussed above, supported by the
wider literature and the case study examples described
in Table 2, the interventions may be spread over a
number of years (scenario B), with the rate dropping
in a series of steps following application of each
measure. In this case the total energy savings over n
years are less, reflected by the smaller area between
the baseline (XY) and the reduction profile (XZ).
If each individual measure (M1, . . . , M6) has an effect
on the energy use that is independent both of the others
and of the order in which they are carried out, the
annual rate of energy use after everything has been
done is the same as in scenario A (point Z1), giving
the reduction profile labelled B(a). If they are not inde-
pendent then both the reduction profile and the final
annual energy use is different, as shown by B(b),
leading to point Z2. The total energy savings over n
years are also different because of the different areas
(XYZ1 and XYZ2) on the respective profiles. As the
energy consumptions in the scenarios (A, B(a) and
B(b)) are different, the total carbon emissions and
operating costs over the n-year period will be different.
Therefore this work aimed to explore the impact of the
retrofit intervention sequence on the energy consump-
tion and CO2 emissions, associated with operating a
case study dwelling.
Case study dwelling
Retrofit measures were applied in simulations of the
E.ON Retrofit Test House, located on the campus of
the University of Nottingham, UK. This two-storey,
semi-detached dwelling has three bedrooms, and a
total internal floor area of 99.5 m2 (see Figure 2 and
the corresponding simulation model in Figure 3). It
was constructed in 2008, but built according to
1930s’ standards, in order to demonstrate the effects
Domestic retro¢t: impact of sequence
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Table 2 Work undertaken by interview participants identi¢ed for the ‘example personas’
Example
archetype
Improvement
stage
Year Work undertaken E⁄ciency improvement identi¢ed
for theoretical retro¢t sequence
Restorers (i) 0 Uponmoving in, the occupants ‘turned the house into a
building site’.This was predominantly for functional and
aesthetic reasons, rather than any e⁄ciency bene¢t,
but did involve the replacement of the existing single-
glazing
Replacement double-glazing
throughout the property
(ii) 1 A new boiler and central heating systemwere installed
within the ¢rst year where previously there was none
New condensing boiler
(iii) 5 Draughtproo¢ng was undertaken to address an
‘absolutely freezing room’, and a loft conversion
improved the thermal properties of the external
envelope.
Draughtproo¢ng and loft insulation
Aesthetic
Pragmatists
(i) 3 The occupants were notable for taking action to address
identi¢ed problems, but thiswas not necessarily driven
by a desire to conserve energy.Draughtproo¢ng work
was undertaken to improve comfort, and insulationwas
applied to internal wall surfaces to address
condensation problems
Wall insulation and draughtproo¢ng
(ii) 5 Floor insulation was installed to prevent cold air rising
through the £oor boards from the cellar
Ground insulation
(iii) 7 An attic conversion improved the thermal properties
associated with the roof, but also required the boiler to
be replaced due to the increased heating requirement.
Loft insulation and new condensing
boiler
(iv) 19 E¡orts to replace glazing weremotivated by a desire to
reduce draughts, aswell as noise and heating bills.The
occupants were prepared to paymore to install glazing
that wouldmaintain the aesthetics of the older dwelling
Replacement double-glazing
throughout the property
Functional
Pragmatists
(i) 2 Grant funding enabled them to carry out work on the roof Loft insulation
(ii) 7 It was intended that the elderly mother of one of the
occupants would move into the upper level of the
dwelling, therefore sheprovided funding to upgradehalf
of the windows to double-glazing
Replacement double-glazing to the
front of the property
(iii) 10 E¡orts weremade to address problems as they were
identi¢ed, and aswere practical for the family, such as
capping chimneys to eliminate draughts
Draughtproo¢ng
(iv) 12 Occupants upgraded the remaining single- to double-
glazing
Replacement double-glazing to rear
windows
(v) 13 The kitchen £oor was redone, and this subsequently
resulted in work on other areas of the £ooring where
rotten wood was discovered under the carpets
Ground insulation
(vi) 20 The occupants were responsive to advice from
government and environmental agencies.They
installed a more e⁄cient condensing boiler, but noted
that the reduction in their energy bill was not as
substantial as they had expected, based on the
information they were provided. Insulation was applied
to the external walls of just the bathroom and utility
roomwhere the occupants noted these were
particularly cold spaces
Wall insulation and new condensing
boiler
Service
Seekers
(i) 0 The occupants continued to rent while initial
improvements were carried out on their home,
including the installation of loft insulation and
replacement of the existing glazing
Loft insulation and replacement
double-glazing throughout the
property
(ii) 1 Within a year of moving in the occupants were also able to
fund the replacement of the existing boiler with a more
e⁄cient model
New condensing boiler
(iii) 2 Subsequent work was predominantly aesthetic, until a
porch was constructed to help eliminate a signi¢cant
draught problem
Draughtproo¢ng
(iv) 4 A number of roomswere converted, which involved
improving the thermal properties of the external walls
Wall insulation
(v) 21 The kitchen £oor was redone, and under-£oor heating
installed
Ground insulation
(Table continued)
Simpson et al.
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of installing retrofit technologies in an existing dwell-
ing. The focus on an older dwelling (that specifically
presents many additional challenges to implementing
efficiency measures) is based on the recognition that
they represent a significant proportion of the domestic
building stock. From a total of 22.8 million homes in
Table 2 Continued
Example
archetype
Improvement
stage
Year Work undertaken E⁄ciency improvement identi¢ed
for theoretical retro¢t sequence
Property Ladder
Climbers
(i) 0 The occupantshadpreviously renovatedandsoldahouse
for pro¢t, and were looking to do the same with their
new home.Condemnation of the existing boiler
necessitated them to address this over anything else
New condensing boiler
(ii) 1 Subsequent work was predominantly aesthetic, but
included the installation of new laminate £ooring
throughout
Ground insulation
(iii) 3 The occupants identi¢ed that the arrival of their baby
slowed the progression of the renovation project,
however by the third year of occupying their home they
had installed loft insulation, replaced the existing
glazinganddraughtproofedproblemareas. As thebaby
becamemoremobile, work on the property ceased
Loft insulation, replacement double-
glazing throughout and
draughtproo¢ng
Table 3 Summary timeline of retro¢t measures
Year Dwelling simulation
A:Restorers B: Aesthetic
Pragmatists
C: Functional Pragmatists D: Service Seekers E: Property Ladder
Climbers
0 (i) Replacement
double-glazing
throughout the
property
(i) Loft insulation and
replacement
double-glazing
throughout
(i) New condensing boiler
1 (ii) New condensing
boiler
(ii) New condensing
boiler
(ii) Ground £oor
insulation
2 (i) Loft insulation (iii) Draughtproo¢ng
3 (i)Wall insulation and
draughtproo¢ng
(iii) Loft insulation,
replacement double-
glazing throughout
and draughtproo¢ng
4 (iv)Wall insulation
5 (iii) Draughtproo¢ng
and loft insulation
(ii) Ground £oor
insulation
6^10 (iii) Loft insulation and
new condensing
boiler (year 7)
(ii) Replacement double-
glazing to half the
windows (year 7)
(iii)Draughtproo¢ng(year10)
11^15 (iv) Replacement double-
glazing to the remaining
half of the windows (year
12)
(v) Ground £oor insulation
(year13)
16^20 (iv) Replacement
double-glazing
throughout the
property (year19)
(vi)Wall insulation and new
condensing boiler (year
20)
21^25 (v) Ground £oor
insulation (year 21)
Domestic retro¢t: impact of sequence
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England, almost 40% were constructed before 1945
and solid-wall dwellings account for 27% of the total
stock (DCLG, 2013).
The E.ON Retrofit Test House shares many character-
istics with the older properties occupied by the inter-
view participants (see the example in Figure 4), in
terms of size, construction details and building services
strategies. Therefore it was considered appropriate for
use as a case study in this investigation.
Table 4 summarizes the building performance specifi-
cations associated with the systems in the E.ON
Retrofit Test House for both its original ‘baseline’
and modified states post-retrofit. The technologies
selected were based on those installed in the E.ON Ret-
rofit Test House (Gillott, Loveday, & Vadodaria,
2013). This comprises a range of products readily
available on the market, but does not represent an
exhaustive list of the technologies available to
achieve energy and CO2 emission reductions. The
post-retrofit performance parameters are specified to
meet compliance with the minimum building standards
applicable at the time of installation (HM Govern-
ment, 2010).
Figure 1 Reductions in annual energy use resulting from a complete package of retro¢t measures (Scenario A) and from retro¢t carried
out in stages (Scenarios B(a) andB(b))
Figure 2 E.ON retro¢t test house,University of Nottingham Figure3 IESVirtualEnvironment dynamicThermalmodel of theE.ON retro¢t test house
Simpson et al.
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Simulationmodel
Dynamic thermal modelling software IES Virtual
Environment (version 6.3.0.1) (IES, n.d.) was used to
simulate a year’s operation of the E.ON Retrofit Test
House in its original baseline state, in order to
determine the annual energy consumption and CO2
emissions. This was achieved using a number of
modules: ModelIt, to construct a multi-zone model;
Apache, to describe the operational characteristics
for each zone (such as heating set points and internal
gains) and create the construction properties; heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) to detail the
heating and mechanical ventilation strategies; and
Macroflo to simulate a natural ventilation strategy.
The parameters associated with individual room tem-
plates have been used previously (Gillott et al., 2013;
Simpson & Banfill, 2012). The Nottingham Chartered
Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) TRY
weather file was used to simulate ‘typical’ weather con-
ditions for the case study location in all the
simulations.
The timeline of work derived from each example
persona was used to produce retrofit sequences that
could be input into the model (Table 5). Annual
energy consumption and cumulative CO2 emissions
over a 25-year period were determined. The carbon
intensities detailed in SAP for natural gas and grid elec-
tricity (BRE, 2009) were used to convert the energy
data into CO2 emissions. The cumulative emissions
associated with the baseline E.ON Retrofit Test
House, subject to no improvements, were also calcu-
lated, in addition to simulating a whole-house retrofit
strategy (i.e. applying all retrofit measures detailed in
Table 4, including mechanical ventilation with heat
recovery (MVHR) and additional draughtproofing)
undertaken at the start of the process.
Whilst some of the improvement efforts applied by the
example personas involved only the partial application
Figure 4 A home typical of the interview sample
Table 4 Summary of performance parameters representing the E.ONRetro¢t Test House before and after the application of retro¢t
measures
Baseline Post-retro¢t
Boiler Non-condensing boiler, 80%e⁄cient Modern condensing boiler, 90.2%e⁄cient
ExternalWalls Solid brick construction,U-value¼ 1.7 W/m2.K Solid brick construction with external insulation,U-value¼
0.3 W/m2.K
Roof Unheated loft space, slate tileswith no insulation Unheated loft space, slate tiles with 270 mm insulation to
U-value¼ 0.16 W/m2.K
Ground Floor Suspended timber £ooring,U-value¼ 0.6 W/m2.K Suspended timber £ooring with insulation,U-value¼ 0.2 W/
m2.K
Glazing Single-glazing with wooden frames,U-value¼ 5.5 W/
m2.K, g-value¼ 0.82
Double-glazing with wooden frames,U-value¼ 1.8 W/m2.K,
g-value¼ 0.64
Air tightness 15 m3/m2.h at 50 Pa Stage1draughtproo¢ng to 10 m3/m2.h at 50 Pa
Stage 2 draughtproo¢ng to 5 m3/m2.h at 50 Pa
Ventilation
strategy
Natural ventilation with intermittent extract, SFP¼
0.5 W/l/s
Natural ventilation with intermittent extract,SFP ¼ 0.5 W/l/s
WhereMVHR is installed: SFP ¼ 1.2 W/l/s, heat recovery
e⁄ciency¼ 80%
Note: SFP ¼ speci¢c fan power demand on an air distribution system
Domestic retro¢t: impact of sequence
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of some measures (e.g. wall insulation may have been
installed in only a limited number of rooms as they
were being redecorated), the simulations consider the
complete application of the specified retrofit measure,
unless otherwise stated.
No opportunities to install MVHR and further
draughtproof the dwelling to achieve the required
low air permeability (Banfill, Simpson, Loveday, &
Vadodaria, 2013a) were identified for any of the
sequences considered.
As a number of assumptions, consistent throughout the
simulations, have been made regarding occupant be-
haviour, the values reported in this paper represent
‘theoretical’ scenarios. This allows the effect of
changes to the retrofit sequence to be investigated
and compared for the case study dwelling. The data
reported can in no way be considered representative
of the energy consumption associated either with the
actual E.ON Retrofit Test House, or the homes of
the example personas. It should also be noted that
this study applies a dynamic simulation and outputs
will differ to those generated by the Reduced Data
Standard Assessment Procedure (required by UK gov-
ernment to produce an Energy Performance Certificate
(EPC) for existing dwellings) which uses a simplified,
steady-state calculation.
Results
This section describes the simulation results for energy
consumption and CO2 emissions. Table 5 shows the
annual energy consumption for each stage in the five
‘theoretical’ retrofit sequences compared with the
‘baseline’ and ‘whole-house retrofit’ energy
consumption.
Table 5 Timeline and order of installation of retro¢t measures
Household Year Workundertaken Incremental energy
reduction (MWh/annum)
Resulting annual energy
consumption (MWh/annum)
Baseline E.ON
Retro¢t Test
House
n.a. n.a. ^ 44.11
A: Restorers (i) 0 Replacement double-glazing
throughout the property
7.15 36.96
(ii) 1 New condensing boiler 3.74 33.21
(iii) 5 Draughtproo¢ng and loft insulation 4.37 28.84
B: Aesthetic
Pragmatists
(i) 3 Wall insulation and draughtproo¢ng 7.42 36.68
(ii) 5 Ground £oor insulation 1.49 35.19
(iii) 7 Loft insulation and new condensing
boiler
7.65 27.55
(iv) 19 Replacement double-glazing
throughout the property
8.19 19.36
C: Functional
Pragmatists
(i) 2 Loft insulation 2.96 41.15
(ii) 7 Replacement double-glazing to half the
windows
4.83 36.32
(iii) 10 Draughtproo¢ng 1.54 34.78
(iv) 12 Replacement double-glazing to the
remaining half of the windows
2.74 32.04
(v) 13 Ground £oor insulation 1.54 30.50
(vi) 20 Wall insulation and new condensing
boiler
11.13 19.36
D: Service Seekers (i) 0 Loft insulation and replacement double-
glazing throughout
10.45 33.65
(ii) 1 New condensing boiler 4.58 29.08
(iii) 2 Draughtproo¢ng 1.44 27.64
(iv) 4 Wall insulation 6.63 21.00
(v) 21 Ground £oor insulation 1.64 19.36
E: Property Ladder
Climbers
(i) 0 New condensing boiler 3.93 40.18
(ii) 1 Ground £oor insulation 1.09 39.08
(iii) 3 Loft insulation, replacement double-
glazing throughout and
draughtproo¢ng
11.26 27.82
Whole-house retro¢t (i) 0 Application of all measures detailed in
Table 3
27.37 16.73
Simpson et al.
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The incremental energy reduction values show the
effect of the retrofit measure compared with the pre-
ceding stage and the annual energy consumption
prior to stage (i) is that of the baseline dwelling.
Annual energy consumption
Table 5 shows that replacing single- by double-
glazing and installing wall insulation has the biggest
effect on energy consumption, whilst ground floor
insulation and draughtproofing deliver the smallest
savings. By the end of 25 years, dwellings B (Aesthetic
Pragmatists), C (Functional Pragmatists) and D
(Service Seekers) have all received the same retrofit
technologies, albeit in different sequence and to
different timescales. As a result, the final annual
energy consumption for these three dwellings is iden-
tical, a 56% reduction from the baseline dwelling.
Dwellings A (Idealist restorers) and E (Property
Ladder Climbers), on the other hand, do not feature
wall insulation, and the former also lacks ground
floor insulation. As a result the annual energy con-
sumption for both dwellings is about 35% less than
the baseline dwelling.
None of the dwellings features stage 2 draughtproofing
(to an air permeability of 5 m3/m2.h at 50 Pa) or instal-
lation of an MVHR system, because there were no
opportunities to include these measures within the pro-
posed sequences. These are, however, included as part
of the whole-house retrofit, and contribute to an
overall 62% reduction in annual energy consumption
relative to the baseline dwelling, an additional 6% on
the savings realized by dwellings B–D.
Cumulative energyandCO2 emission reductions
Following the style of Figure 1, Figure 5 shows the
annual energy consumption, as reported in Table 5,
over a 25-year period (starting from a pre-retrofit
state) for the simulations representing the five retrofit
scenarios, the baseline dwelling and the whole-house
retrofit. Each step change corresponds to the reduction
in annual energy consumption associated with the ret-
rofit measures implemented in that year. Where the
graph plots energy consumption against time, the
volume occupied by each coloured segment is indica-
tive of the cumulative energy consumption over the
25-year period.
Incidentally, whilst the order of presentation in
Figure 5 was selected for visual clarity, this corre-
sponds with the order of increasing cumulative CO2
emissions which are shown in Figure 6. Both figures
provide a framework for further discussion.
Highest cumulative emissions
Dwelling C (Functional Pragmatists) has the highest
cumulative CO2 emissions, despite being one of the
dwellings to realize the lowest annual emissions by
the end of the 25-year period. In this case, the occu-
pants undertook work on their home as they encoun-
tered problems, rather than taking a preventative
approach. This contributes to the widely dispersed
Figure 5 Baseline and retro¢tted properties: annual energy consumption over a 25-year period
Domestic retro¢t: impact of sequence
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measures, installed in six stages between years 2 and
20. As a result dwelling C shows the least reduction
in cumulative CO2 emissions (24%) relative to the
baseline dwelling.
Lowest cumulative emissions
In contrast, the Service Seekers (dwelling D) have
reached a point in their life where they can afford to
invest in their homes. This is reflected by the simulated
archetype, which commences retrofit before moving in
and installs the majority of measures (including rela-
tively expensive double-glazing and wall insulation)
by year 4. Dwelling D shows the lowest cumulative
CO2 emissions, 42% below the baseline dwelling by
the end of the 25 years. This performance is only
exceeded by the whole-house retrofit, which includes
the effect of additional draughtproofing and an
MVHR system, and achieves a maximum reduction
of 54% relative to the baseline cumulative CO2
emissions.
Early applicationofmeasures
Despite dwellings A and E not achieving the greatest
reduction in final annual energy consumption, the
limited number of retrofit technologies are installed
early on in the analysis period, and completed by
years 5 and 3 respectively. This results in cumulative
emissions comparable with, or better than, dwellings
B and C despite smaller overall savings in annual
energy consumption.
The Idealist restorers (dwelling A) had a preference for
older dwellings, and were prepared to invest in reviving
the original character of the building. Traditional dwell-
ings may be less able to accommodate retrofit technol-
ogies (such as wall insulation due to architectural
features), or may need higher cost measures (such as
sash-in-case double-glazing to maintain the building’s
style). The dwelling purchased by this example
persona required immediate action upon moving in,
which results in lower cumulative emissions compared
with other, more extensively retrofitted dwellings.
Similarly, the Property ladder persona (dwelling E)
undertook a significant amount of work within the
first three years of moving in; efficiency was not a
driver of this process, however, and the simulation
therefore takes advantage of a number of ‘identified
opportunities’ to implement retrofit technologies,
even though these were not actually undertaken by
the householder.
Delayed application ofmeasures
The Aesthetic Pragmatists (dwelling B) notably took
action to address identified problems, but work did
not commence on the home until after three years.
The simulation of this timeline shows the negative
implications of this delayed start: despite having mar-
ginally better annual energy performance than dwell-
ings A and E from year 7 onwards, the cumulative
emissions run on a higher trajectory until double-
glazing is installed in year 19.
Figure 6 Baseline and retro¢tted properties: cumulativeCO2 emissions
Simpson et al.
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Variation in technology performance
The information provided by EPCs and Energy Saving
Trust advice (EST, 2013b) quote typical savings that
an occupant can expect from energy-saving measures.
The simulations indicate that these values may vary
depending on the installation sequence and the contri-
buting factors are discussed here.
Boiler upgrade
Boiler efficiency presents the most obvious reason
for the performance variations. An older boiler
will consume more energy to satisfy a heating
load than a new, more efficient one. Where the
other retrofit technologies conserve energy by
reducing the load on the heating system, the result-
ing step change in annual energy consumption will
be greater under the operation of a less efficient
boiler.
This is manifested by dwellings C and E. The com-
bined effect of installing loft insulation, double-
glazing, draughtproofing and ground floor insulation
in dwelling C saves 13.61 MWh, where the dwelling
retains the original boiler. However, the same
measures installed in dwelling E, after the replace-
ment of the boiler in stage (i), save only 12.35 MWh
in annual energy consumption. This demonstrates
that the annual energy savings realized by retrofit
efforts to reduce space heating demand will be less
for dwellings featuring a more efficient boiler, and
consequently the payback of the measures will take
longer.
Presence of othermeasures
On the basis of the previous discussion, the double-
glazing installed in dwelling B (after boiler replace-
ment) would be expected to yield lower savings than
that in dwelling A (before boiler replacement). This is
not the case, however: dwelling B’s reduction is
8.19 MWh and dwelling A’s is 7.15 MWh despite
the newer, more efficient boiler.
Inspection of the simulations shows that the combi-
nation of technologies reduces the space heating load
and the total boiler operating hours. Installation of
double-glazing in dwelling A reduces boiler operation
by 441 h and in dwelling B by 1290 h. This demon-
strates the cumulative benefit realized from installing
multiple retrofit technologies.
This variation in performance has implications for the
Green Deal, as shown by Table 6. Based on a £5000
installation cost, glazing cannot meet the ‘Golden
Rule’, therefore this analysis assumes an ECO contri-
bution to reduce the loan value to £2500. This allows
dwelling A to realize a marginal annual saving of
£1.29 per annum once loan repayment costs have
been deducted, which is only feasible based on a 25-
year loan at 7.3%. The interest rates for the loan
may be subject to variation, depending on the provider
and how much money is being borrowed, however the
example calculations on the gov.uk website assume
values between 7.7% and 10.9% (DECC, 2013a).
The reduction in energy bills for dwelling B is larger
and goes considerably further in offsetting the cost
Table 6 GreenDeal loan calculations for subsidised replacement glazing
A:Restorers B: Aesthetic Pragmatists
Cost of work »5000a
Subsidised cost »2500
Remaining cost to household »2500
Interest rate 7.3%
Loan duration 25 years
Annual repayment »220.36b
Total loan repayment »5508.89
Unit cost of gas 3.1p/kWh
Annual energy saving from replacement glazing 7.15MWh 8.19MWh
Annual energy bill reduction »221.65c »253.89c
Annual saving to customer »1.29 »33.53
Notes: aDECC (2013b) provides indicative costs in the region between »3300 and »6500.
bRepayment value was calculated by following the process applied by the illustrative examples provided on the gov.uk website (DECC, 2013a).
cBased on the assumption that the improved glazing will reduce the space heating demand, the reduction in the energy bill is calculated relative to the unit
cost of gas based on the values detailed in SAP (BRE, 2009).
Domestic retro¢t: impact of sequence
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over the 25-year loan period. Any increase in the cost
of natural gas will widen this difference in energy bill
savings.
It should be noted that this calculation uses the energy
saving values from the dynamic simulation for demon-
stration purposes, whereas the actual loan finance will
be determined using the RdSAP methodology, adjusted
to account for specific occupant parameters. Under this
process, the glazing area is calculated based on a
formula considering the dwelling form, total floor
area and age of the dwelling. The E.ON Retrofit Test
House can be considered to have ‘more than typical’
glazing due to the glazed patio doors in the dining
room (consequently increasing the total glazed area
by 25%). Despite this increase, the calculated glazed
area is still 19% below the actual measured glazed
area.4 This underestimation will contribute to a
reduction in the calculated benefits associated with
installing better windows for this specific case study.
Discussion
It is worth reiterating that the purpose of this study
was to identify the factors that influence the retrofit
sequence and examine the implications on the oper-
ational energy consumption and CO2 emissions
associated with the case study dwelling. It was not
to identify an occupant persona most capable of redu-
cing their annual energy consumption and cumulative
CO2 emissions; the retrofit timelines derived from the
example personas were for demonstrative purposes
and should not be considered representative of the
wider population. The results indicate that a case
study dwelling can demonstrate significantly different
results, most notably for cumulative effects. For
example, dwellings C and D realize the same final
annual energy consumption but demonstrate opposite
extremes of cumulative CO2 emissions over a 25-year
period subject to the order and timing of installing ret-
rofit measures.
Motivations for retro¢t
The early application of retrofit technologies to reduce
domestic energy consumption was critical to mitigat-
ing cumulative CO2 emissions. The interviews with
the householders highlighted a number of factors
affecting the ability of the occupants to undertake
work prior, or subsequent, to moving into their new
home:
. The Idealist restorer and Property Ladder Climber
examples purchased their homes in recognition of
the need to undertake immediate renovation work.
This was a desirable characteristic for both, where
the former relished the opportunity to revive the
original character of the dwelling, and the latter
identified a financial opportunity to improve the
value of the property.
. Access to finance was an influential factor in deter-
mining the ability of the homeowner to proceed
with efficiency improvements. The Functional
Pragmatists were assisted by grant funding, and
help from a family member to cover costs for the
roof and replacement glazing respectively. Other
homeowners were at a point in their life they
could afford to invest in their home (Service
Seekers), or had made a profit from renovating
and selling their previous home (Property Ladder
Climbers).
A desire to improve comfort was a repeatedly quoted
reason behind much of the work undertaken by the
householders, whereas redecoration was associated
with many of the ‘missed opportunities’ to install retro-
fit measures. This suggests there might be significant
potential to reduce CO2 emissions if energy saving
measures can be more readily incorporated within
minor refurbishments.
The motivations varied for the replacement the boiler:
the existing boiler had failed; the boiler was replaced
when central heating was installed; the capacity of
the system needed to be increased; or the occupants
acted on advice about the benefits of a more efficient
boiler (and incidentally noted that savings were less
than they had been led to believe). The boiler is a criti-
cal component of the building operation, and typically
has a lifespan of 12 years (Shorrock, Henderson, &
Utley, 2005). It was observed that all the dwellings
replaced their boilers at least once within the 25-year
period, which makes it an effective target to introduce
efficiency measures. The mandatory requirement since
2005 for only condensing boilers to be installed is an
example of a UK policy change that has already
improved energy efficiency as part of refurbishment.
Role of building regulations
Home improvements contributing to increased heating
requirements (e.g. the installation of central heating,
conversion of a previously unheated space or the con-
struction of an extension) will result in increased
energy consumption and CO2 emissions. Whilst not
considered for the purpose of the simulation exercise,
this may present additional challenges to realizing the
UK’s 2050 carbon reduction target, especially when
compounded by the expected increase in household
numbers (ONS, 2011).
In England, upgraded building elements are expected
to realize improved thermal properties, equal in per-
formance to the minimum criteria specified for new
dwellings (Table 7). U-values associated with new
Simpson et al.
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building elements associated with an extension (to an
existing dwelling) are marginally more stringent due
to the increased heating demand. The Scottish Building
Standards, on the other hand, demonstrate much more
onerous performance parameters (Table 8), particu-
larly where the existing dwelling features minimal or
no insulation. Upgraded building elements are
expected to achieve the U-values in column (b),
where the technical handbook states ‘in many cases
these can be achieved without technical risk, within
the constraints of the existing construction’ (Scottish
Government, 2013).
The current regulations applicable in England demon-
strate a limited capacity to drive energy refurbish-
ments, where they only apply if significant work is
being carried out on the dwelling (e.g. stripping the
building element back to its structural components)
(HM Government, 2010). Where this might have
been achieved by consequential improvements, the
Table 7 BackstopU-values for new constructions, extensions and renovations in England
BuildingRegulations: England
(ADL1B: Conservation of fuel and power in existing dwellings, 2010)
Building
elements
New dwellings Existing dwellings
Maximuma area-weighted average;U-value for all
elements of the same type
Standards for new thermal
elements
Upgrading retained
thermal elements
(W/m2.K)
Walls 0.30 0.28 0.30c
Floor 0.25 0.22 0.25
Pitched roofb 0.20 0.16 0.16
Windows 2.00 1.6 ^
Notes: aNew dwellings may need to specify betterU-values where the overall building design must demonstrate a better emission rating compared with a
target emission rating (TER), which represents the minimum energy performance requirement for the dwelling.
bAssumes insulation at ceiling level.
cValue for wall subject to external or internal insulation (i.e. not cavity insulation).
Table 8 BackstopU-values for new constructions, extensions and renovations in Scotland
BuildingRegulations: Scotland
(Domestic Section 6 Energy, 2013a)
Building
elements
New construction Extensions to existing constructions
Area-weighted averageU-value for all elements of the same type
Maximumarea-weighted
U-value for all elements of the
same type
(a)Wherewall U-value.
0.7 W/m2.K and roof U-value.
0.25 W/m2.K
(b)Where parameters for column
(a) do not apply (or for upgraded
elements)
(W/m2.K)
Walls 0.25 0.19 0.22
Floor 0.20 0.15 0.18
Pitched roofb 0.18 0.13 0.15
Windows 1.8 1.40 1.60
Notes: aThe 2013 versions of the technical handbookswere laid before Parliament in May 2013, and came into force as of 1October 2013; however, these
values are also relevant for the 2010 version of the technical handbook.
bAssumes insulation at ceiling level.
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application of this regulation continues to be restricted
to a minimal number of dwellings with floor area
greater than 1000 m2.
Policy implications
Karvonen (2013) suggests there is a mismatch between
current policy and the way people live and behave in
their homes. He identifies a number of factors that
limit the uptake of efficiency measures, as perceived
by homeowners: capital costs; uncertainty of final
costs; the risk of problems developing after installa-
tion; aesthetic concerns; the impact on property
value; and disruption and inconvenience during the
installation process.
The UK government’s Green Deal provides a loan to
cover the cost of installing efficiency measures, addres-
sing the first barrier identified by Karvonen, but does
little to alleviate concerns regarding the others. The
current study indicates that homeowners of similar
dwelling types may experience varying abilities to
qualify for the ‘Golden Rule’, or differences in energy
bill savings, with respect to a given measure and the
preceding technologies installed. This observation con-
trasts with the single value often used to indicate the
‘potential savings’ from installing an efficiency
measures; e.g., the Home Energy Check (EST, 2014b)
suggests that replacing wooden frame single-glazing
with A-rated double-glazing will reduce annual
energy bills by £100 for the E.ON Retrofit Test
House. The discrepancy between potential and actual
energy bill savings was highlighted by the interview
participants representing the ‘Functional Pragmatists’
upon installing their new boiler, and could prove detri-
mental to the homeowner’s trust in the available
advice. Forum for the Future supported homeowners
with undertaking energy efficiency work through pro-
vision of appropriate information, advice and some
financial assistance for surveys, and actively encour-
aged community participation (Ross, 2011). They
highlight that the development of trust in the process
is of the upmost importance, as well as ensuring a posi-
tive experience for early adopters. The lack of clarity
about the loan structure and associated costs associ-
ated with the Green Deal may go some way to explain-
ing the coincidence of its launch with a 97% drop in
the installation rate of cavity wall insulation (Pitt,
2013). This issue will have been exacerbated by
increasing costs for retrofit technologies subject to
the termination of subsidies when schemes such as
Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT) and
Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) came
to an end (Table 1). Confidence in the proposed loan
mechanism would be further degraded, where the
application of a simplified, steady-state calculation
(to determine the dwelling’s EPC and Green Deal
savings) presents a number of risks with respect to
determining the details of a financial obligation: the
household may not achieve the energy bill savings pre-
dicted by the calculations, or they may experience
restricted access to funding for measures where the cal-
culation indicates it does not qualify for the ‘golden
Rule’.
The interviews undertaken in this research highlight
that energy efficiency was a lower priority than
comfort and redecoration during refurbishment.
There is strong evidence to suggest that public policy
should provide greater incentive to implement effi-
ciency measures during minor refurbishments or, as
Karvonen (2013) suggests, integrating efforts within
routine maintenance. These incentives might be finan-
cial, but could also include accreditation of the refurb-
ishment labour force to ensure they are suitably skilled
and motivated to offer energy-efficiency measures
when undertaking other work. Coinciding these with
identified ‘trigger points’ such as moving home (EST,
2011b) provides greater opportunity to implement effi-
ciency efforts sooner rather than later.
The use of evidence-based personas, drawn from the
design domain, to represent householders provides an
opportunity for multiple policies and technologies to
be developed that meet particular needs. For
example, Restorers could be targeted through
minimum standards for work they carry out when
upgrading their home, whereas Property Ladder Clim-
bers may be targeted by incentives to encourage the
uptake of a package of energy-efficient measures
before moving in. The understanding and use of differ-
ent personas enable a more targeted set of policies to be
designed which can penetrate a greater range of the
market, together with specific products that meet
people’s needs. The benefit of such an approach
would be to improve the efficacy of policy measures,
designed to address particular market sectors, resulting
in an accelerated introduction of energy-efficiency
measures as part of mainstream renovation practices.
Conclusions
The effects of retrofit measures were simulated for the
energy and CO2 emissions of a case study dwelling,
This was based on the phased application of retrofit
measures actually undertaken by five types of home
improvers. The following conclusions are drawn.
Immediate realization of significant energy reductions is
critical to minimizing the cumulative emissions associ-
ated with the dwelling: early retrofit measures yield
lower cumulative CO2 emissions than more extensive
refurbishment efforts distributed over 25 years. This is
important because CO2 emissions are long lived,
remaining in the atmosphere for 5–200 years (IPCC,
2007); Archer (2009) suggests that once in the atmos-
phere CO2 will continue to affect the climate for thou-
sands of years. Boardman (2007) highlights the
Simpson et al.
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importance of considering the cumulative emissions
with respect to the overarching goal of an 80%
reduction target in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
Calculations in 2009 (but since updated by other
climate scientists) indicate thatmaintaining atmospheric
concentration of CO2 at about 420 ppm may help
prevent global warming exceeding 28C, and this
would require total emissions, over the entire fossil era
to be limited to 600 Gt C; so far mankind has released
about 300 Gt C (Archer, 2009). The principle is clear
that immediate cuts in CO2 emissions will help to stabil-
ize atmospheric CO2 sooner, thus permitting more time
within which to develop alternative energy sources to
fossil fuels (Archer, 2009).
Failure to realize these annual reductions in the initial
years imposes a greater challenge for subsequent years,
where larger reductions are needed to maintain cumu-
lative emissions below the original target. This has
important implications for policy, where historic per-
formance will directly influence the determination of
future interim targets.
The different personas identified in this study demon-
strate that homeowners take very different approaches
to home renovation and refurbishment, and the inter-
views show that energy efficiency is often not the
main motivation behind home refurbishment. Signifi-
cant life events or access to funding had strong influ-
ences on the work people undertook on their home.
The development of future policy needs to understand
better the motivations and barriers to energy retrofit, as
perceived by homeowners. This may help to under-
stand better the ‘trigger points’, such as moving
home, where installation of efficiency measures can
more easily be accommodated and so design better sol-
utions to meet real needs.
A multipronged approach is therefore suggested with
respect to developing future policy. This would
enable a more appropriate variety of methods by
which homeowners can be encouraged and incenti-
vized to improve the energy performance of their
home, relative to their personal circumstances. These
may include: changes in the building regulations and
standards; provision of grants or transparent finance
mechanisms to assist with the costs of installation; or
new and innovative methods that maintain energy effi-
ciency at the forefront of people’s thoughts, and targets
opportunities that are likely to occur more frequently.
The current building regulations for dwellings in
England are doing little to drive homeowners
towards better standards of energy efficiency for the
existing building stock. These need to be upgraded to
encourage action during more minor refurbishments,
in order to match the more stringent performance spe-
cifications considered feasible elsewhere in the UK. All
five example personas had undertaken work that
would require reference to the building regulations
(in relation to replacement glazing, a conversion or
extension, for example). This indicates a key opportu-
nity to encourage greater improvement in energy per-
formance across the housing stock.
Across all five example scenarios, 21 retrofit stages
were considered, of which 62% took place within
the first five years. Targeting new homeowners pre-
sents a number of opportunities by which to reduce
energy consumption in the early years, thus reducing
cumulative emissions throughout the occupation of
the dwelling. ‘Restorers’, ‘Service Seekers’ and, to
some extent, ‘Property Ladder Climbers’ were pre-
pared to endure significant disruption (or temporarily
live elsewhere) whilst work was undertaken on their
new home. Much greater long-term benefits could be
realized if more energy-efficiency measures could be
incorporated at this stage (e.g. via mechanisms like
the ‘consequential improvements’). If Property
Ladder Climbers become more experienced in instal-
ling energy-efficiency measures, and can link this to
the benefits of the finished project, they are more
likely to replicate this process on their next rung up
the ladder.
The effect of individual technologies on a dwelling’s
operational performance can vary significantly accord-
ing to the technologies already installed. This may
have significant consequences for policies such as the
Green Deal, where a loan to install efficiency measures
is repaid through savings realized by the energy bill.
This, in addition to the lack of clarity surrounding the
loan mechanism, and the simplified calculation pro-
cedure, may diminish private homeowners’ trust in the
Green Deal, and compromise the success of the pro-
gramme. The interview comments of the Functional
Pragmatists demonstrate, however, that access to
finance (via a grant or a family member) was key to
enabling work to be undertaken on their home.
Reliability and transparency represent critical character-
istics of any future financemechanisms aiming to encou-
rage the future uptake of efficiency improvements.
An alternative approach may be to encourage efficiency
improvements during routine maintenance or upgrades
(e.g. replacement boiler installations). All this would
give more opportunity to implement efforts prior to
2050, and maintain energy conscious behaviour at the
forefront of people’s minds. This may represent a
more effective mechanism by which to target the Aes-
thetic and Functional Pragmatists, who tended to take
action as and when they identified problems.
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Endnotes
1Based on an SAP 2005 calculation.
2Based on installations of cavity-wall insulation in April 2013,
relative to the same month the previous year.
3The CALEBRE project (http://www.lboro.ac.uk/microsites/
enterprise/calebre/) is an E.ON/Research Councils UK-funded
research project involving a partnership of six leading UK univer-
sities, led by Loughborough University. Over 4.5 years (October
2008–April 2013), CALEBRE investigated a selection of technol-
ogies, specifically from the perspective of domestic refurbishment.
These technologies ranged from the well known (heat pumps and
MVHR) through to new and emerging (vacuum glazing) and on
to blue skies (advanced surface treatments). Alongside these, the
project gathered important insights into consumer perspectives sur-
rounding refurbishment. This paper brings together research from
across the CALEBRE project relating to refurbishment and consu-
mer preference.
4Based on a typical glazing assumption, RdSAP determines
a total window area of 19.02 m2 for a 1930s’ house
with total floor area of 99.5 m2. Where the dwelling has
‘more than typical’ glazing, the assumed window area is
increased by 25% to 23.77 m2. The actual glazing of the
E.ON Retrofit House measures 29.28 m2 (including glazed
doors), therefore the RdSAP assumed value falls short by
19%.
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